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JOHN TORREANO Gold Gems Balls

Gyro, 1990
enamel, wood balls and acrylic gems on plywood panel, 60 x 60 in

May 11 – June 11, 2018

(top) The Elongated Step Cut, 1989, 18 x 8 ¼ x 6 ¼ in
(bottom) The Square Cut, 1989, 11 x 11 x 7 in
gold leaf on plywood

Opening May 11th and on view through June 11th, The Drawing Room in East Hampton is pleased to
present JOHN TORREANO Gold Gems Balls. This is the gallery’s first solo exhibition of the artist who has a
longstanding studio practice on Long Island’s East End, as well as in New York and Abu Dhabi where he is a
professor at both NYU Steinhardt and NYU Abu Dhabi. A separate press release is available for the
concurrent exhibition, GUSTAVO BONEVARDI New Watercolors.
Gold Gems Balls highlights selected paintings on plywood and sculpture dating from 1984 to 1990 when
John Torreano was among a group of American artists using wood in unprecedented ways to blur the
distinction between painting and sculpture. Integral to his work in all mediums is a fascination with
cosmological imagery and the paradox between illusionism and the physicality of his working materials.
Inset into his painted reliefs and sculptures, luminous acrylic gems, painted and natural wood spheres, and
routered hollows enhance the surface plane to suggest stars and planets or sheer abstract pictorial space.
Throughout, in a process that incorporates painting, cutting, sanding and assemblage, beauty and rougher
aesthetics converge in a seductive merging of apparent opposites.
Moving away from the tradition of painting on canvas in the 1970s, Torreano chose to work on a plywood
substrate that added potential texture not only to the painted surface, but also to the layered interior that he
revealed by cutting elliptical, circular and irregular recesses into the material. In an interview with Roni
Feinstein for the Whitney Museum’s 1990 exhibition Contemporary Panel Painting, Torreano declared:
“Plywood is today’s marble,” and likened the contemporary artists’ visits to lumberyards to choose their
materials to Michelangelo’s search for an ideal block of marble at a quarry. Each plywood sheet and the
laminated layers within offers distinctive qualities – surfaces from wood species that reveal more or less
grain and substructures that vary according to the composite fabrication process.

In Gyro (1990), a five foot square composition, overlapping ovoid cavities routered out reveal layers of
joinery while the wood grain that peeks through the russet stained surface is enlivened by an array of light
catching gems and painted wood balls. Aqua Angel (1990) and Little Shrapnel (1989) offer related visual
effects. Torreano chose to retain the natural birch plywood in two more subdued panels in which the only
counterpoints to the blonde wood grain are undulating hollows of gold leaf.
Elongated Square Cut (1989) and The Square Cut (1989) put plywood and gold leaf to an entirely different
use. Covered in reflective warm gold leaf, these wall-mounted faceted forms activate the space they inhabit
and appear to tumble out of the architecture itself. String of Balls (2001) is a dazzling 12-foot long strand of
brightly painted balls, each of which is punctuated with colorful glass and acrylic gems -- a poor man’s
pavé gem setting! Oxygems, a suite of five embossed colored woodcuts, will also be available.
John Torreano has exhibited widely since the late 1960s. After moving to New York as a young artist in
1968, he discovered the lure of Long Island’s beachfront in 1970 in when he was the first visual artist to be
invited to the recently established residency program at the Edward F. Albee Foundation in Montauk.
Reflecting on his source for the acrylic and glass gems that soon after forged the future direction of his work,
Torreano mused, “At the time, Canal Street was a post-war American version of a Moroccan bazar… For an
artist it was fun to stroll through this palette of possibilities.” The scope of his practice continues to expand
into new arenas, with a forthcoming residency in glassmaking allowing for new approaches to transporting
the viewer to cosmic, contemplative perceptual realms.
John Torreano (b.1941, Flint, MI) has exhibited at public institutions and galleries including the Museum of
Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Corcoran Gallery in Washington DC, the
Indianapolis Museum of Fine Arts and the Parrish Art Museum. He received his BFA from the Cranbrook
Academy of Art (1963), and his MFA from Ohio State University (1967). Torreano is the recipient of a
Nancy Graves Foundation Grant for Visual Artists, a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Fellowship and individual grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and the New York State Council
of the Arts.
In addition to object making, Torreano has given many comedic performances which address contemporary
culture/art and is the author of Drawing by Seeing, (Abrams 2007).
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